Titan Whitepaper

Overview

As Web3 Technology continues to advance and gain widespread adoption more and more people are learning about and embracing digital assets. As with all new technologies there are challenges for newcomers to the space. This is especially true in cryptocurrency, which contains an unprecedented amount of novel concepts, unfamiliar products and emerging trading trends.

To solve this problem, Titan was born. The platform aims to provide users with a simple, easy-to-use, secure, and reliable online learning platform with real-time data analysis to help users better understand and use Web3 technology.

As the first stop for entering Web3, Titan is a platform for tracking and analyzing on-chain data, discovering cryptocurrency and NFT trends, and understanding asset portfolios. Our goal is to help one billion Web2 users enter the Web3 world.

Core Features

1. Track On-chain Activities

Every transaction from top traders, market makers, and crypto funds is within your reach! Whether it's large transactions, withdrawals, or activities in specific DeFi protocols, the Titan platform can track and display transactions for you.

2. Discover DeFi/NFT Trends

Take the lead and discover new cryptocurrency trading opportunities. Track up-to-the-minute liquidity additions, recent best or worst-performing tokens, and trace trades down to the finest level.

View real-time NFT sales data, understand their rarity, and discover the position of NFT rarity in collections based on on-chain data. Discover and notify you of new upcoming NFT products.
3. Insight Into Asset Portfolios

Manage your cryptocurrency and NFT investment portfolios in multiple wallets across multiple networks, consolidate assets in each wallet, and analyze your entire cryptocurrency investment portfolio.

4. Web3 Entry Guide

To help users better understand Web3 and enter the Web3 world, Titan will organize and provide introductory tutorials on Web3 and Web3 application best practice.

Functions

Cryptocurrency Market Analysis:

In addition to analyzing historical prices, the news and hotspots of Bitcoin, Titan will enable deeper market environmental analysis of cryptocurrencies. Analysis of market capitalization, trading volume, and hot projects can be carried out to help users better understand market trends and investment opportunities. In addition, combining technical indicators and fundamental analysis, the platform provides users with more comprehensive market analysis services.

NFT Market Analysis:

NFTS (Non-Fungible Tokens) are unique digital assets with non-interchangeable characteristics, such as digital art, music, game props, etc. Titans NFT market analysis, will include NFT trading prices, positions, depth, etc. information for deeper analysis to help users understand NFT market trends and investment opportunities. In addition, the platform can provide NFT art identification and evaluation services to help users better understand the value and potential of a specific NFT.

Multi-address Asset Management:

Users can bind multiple addresses at the same time and view the portfolio value of each address to better manage their assets. In addition, the platform can also provide asset distribution and flow analysis services for addresses, so that users can better understand the flow and distribution of assets.

Chain Risk Operation Tips:

The platform can monitor and remind users of liquidity additions/removals, large transfers, and risky operations for DeFi protocols, such as tornadoes, etc., so that users can avoid risks
in a timely manner. In addition, the platform can also provide users with detailed risk management and investment strategy services to help them effectively mitigate risks and achieve a more stable investment approach.

**Web3 Exploration:**

The platform will periodically release learning and operational tasks for high-quality Web3 projects. Completing these tasks can earn rewards for Titan users. In this manner, users can gain a profound understanding of Web3 technology and projects, and discover further investment opportunities.

**Web3 Forum:**

The Web3 forum will collect and organize encrypted market-related information. Users can also post and discuss their own opinions in the forum. High-quality posts have the potential to earn rewards. By utilizing this approach, users can actively communicate with each other and broaden their understanding of market trends and investment opportunities.

**Investment Portfolio Recommendations:**

Through the analysis of market trends and hot spots, the platform can provide users with high-quality investment portfolio recommendations, enabling users to better control risks and achieve positive investment returns.

**Unique Web3 Identity:**

Titan will provide users with a unique Web3 identity based on their wallet transaction history, task completion status, and the quality of forum posts, so that users can better display their personality and investment capabilities.

**Tokenomic**

TITAN is the token of the Titan platform, with an initial maximum supply of 10 billion, 9 billion of which has already been burned. The current supply is 1 billion.

1. Ecological fund: 90%
   - Community activities: 20%
   - Ecological construction: 50%
   - Function rewards: 20%

2. Early investors: 10%
**Token Application**

1. As a governance token, holding $TITAN grants you valuable voting rights, empowering you to actively participate in shaping the future of the platform and decisions on which features to add:
   - Adding new analysis indicators.
   - Adding new monitoring indicators and monitoring new DeFi protocols.
   - Prioritizing support for which public chain.
   - Specifying which Web3 application to release exploration tasks for.

2. In the TITAN Web3 forum, $TITAN can be used to reward high-quality content.

3. Completing Web3 application exploration tasks can earn $TITAN as a reward.

**Roadmap**

**Stage 1**

1. Bitcoin analysis indicators
2. On-chain liquidity monitoring
3. NFT market analysis and NFT release notice
4. Multi-chain multi-address asset management
5. Web3 introductory teaching

**Stage 2**

1. Cryptocurrency market analysis
2. Whale monitoring on-chain
3. Specific DeFi protocol monitoring
4. Web3 application exploration tasks

**Stage 3**

1. More network support
2. Chain risk behavior monitoring
3. Decentralized Web3 forum

**Stage 4**

1. Web3 investment portfolio recommendations
2. Web3 reputation level system
3. Unique Web3 identity.